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Abstract

MITRE ATT&CK techniques and their respective detections, while a significant step forward in democratizing threat intelligence, are predominantly focused on endpoint visibility through direct management or via agents. Some detection approaches leverage network sensors (e.g., Zeek) like BZAR (Fernandez, Wunder, Azoff, & Tylabs) in network-based detection of ATT&CK techniques. However, many of these earlier solutions focus on Microsoft Windows-specific protocols. They do not provide broad coverage of less-sophisticated endpoints, industrial systems, or infrastructure devices themselves (such as routers, switches, wireless devices). This paper will explore the feasibility of network-based detections using combinations of CLI utilities and Zeek IDS to augment or replace endpoint-focused detections and extend ATT&CK's utility to the rest of the network.
1. Introduction

MITRE ATT&CK's extensive database (https://attack.mitre.org) of Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures (TTPs) provides an open-source repository of adversarial behaviors that apply to the information security disciplines of Threat Intelligence, Adversary Emulation, Gap Analysis, & Detection & Analytics (Strom et al., 2018). The data sets used to populate ATT&CK were formerly and still are predominantly endpoint telemetry gained through the logs and alerts that incident responders have submitted from available antivirus, enhanced detection and response, antimalware, VPN, or other clients present on the impacted devices (Strom et al., 2017). While an endpoint presence is ideal, it is not always feasible or possible.

Heavily IoT-based environments (manufacturing, logistics, utilities, healthcare, and hospitality) leverage light-weight network stacks for cost-effectiveness. These devices are, with few exceptions, capable of running the same software suites as the end-user workstations and laptops within the environment. Additionally, guest and mobility networks used in hospitality, retail, or sports and entertainment industries are prohibited or strongly discouraged from gaining a presence on their tenants. Lastly, infrastructure devices, including routers, modems, wired and wireless network access devices, and other elements, offer attackers safe harbor when misconfigured or compromised due to a lack of consistent monitoring and telemetry on their operations. These limitations introduce blind spots that attackers use to disguise their efforts. The Mirai Botnet (Bursztein, 2017), Sandworm's CRASHOVERRIDE (Slowik, 2018), and evolving VPNFilter (Largent, 2018) threat are three of the many attack methods that have taken advantage of these blind spots with devastating consequences.

It is this researcher's opinion that expanding the envelope of ATT&CK can improve the outcomes for these environments that may lack full endpoint visibility or control. The ICS, Mobile, and Enterprise matrices all have tactics that at least a portion of their techniques result in some discernable network footprint. This research will investigate the feasibility of using open-source Network Service Extraction using Zeek IDS to uncover these techniques in-flight. This work will also explore the limitations of this approach and offer recommendations for further research.
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2. Research Method

A sandbox environment and packet captures of real-world attacks available to the public tested the methods discussed in this research. While a controlled environment is undoubtedly useful, ensuring broad applicability for the scripts and techniques explored here necessitated the inclusion and development of real-world network captures. The public captures offered two distinct advantages: 1) ensured public accessibility and repeatability of the findings, and 2) rapid testing of a much more extensive set of scenarios and use cases than was possible in an isolated sandbox.

In addition to this relatively pure standard, shifting the Zeek sensor to the researcher's live network offered a more complete array of clients and protocols in use. These captures and the resulting Zeek logs provided significant value in the diversity of findings. They were used to help tune the Zeek detections and eliminate false positives throughout the scripting process.

2.1. Simulation Environment

The lab supporting this research was built in a VMWare ESXi environment and consisted of a single Ubuntu Linux server running Zeek IDS and using a secondary interface to receive mirrored traffic from a hybrid sandbox environment. This sandbox environment consisted of two sites connected to a simulated internet. The Headquarters Site included a Cisco virtual router and two physical Cisco Catalyst switches, each offering either data center or campus access. In turn, these switches trunked back into the ESXi host to provide access to several enclaves of Linux and Windows VMs. A second CSR provided connectivity for a simulated branch Windows VM. Both CSRs peered over a Sandbox Internet, with limited outside connectivity via a virtual firewall. An attacker VM, running Kali Linux 2020.2 (https://www.kali.org), was also resident on the Sandbox Internet to offer command and control (C2) and act as an exfiltration target. This process was instructive in helping to characterize what a healthy, low-client count network might approximate. Figure 1 depicts the sandbox environment:
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2.1.1. Server and Client Capabilities

Windows 10 VMs and Ubuntu 18 hosts acted as clients. Windows 2016 R2 servers provided most of the data center traffic, but a single Ubuntu server running a demo environment of ELK and Samba emulated a mixed OS environment. Simple shell scripts were written to simulate typical network traffic: web browsing and application access by the client VMs, domain controller activities by the Windows Server VMs, and a mix of file transfers and regular management traffic (like GPO push and SMBv2 shares) to establish a baseline of traffic. All essential services provided typical traffic patterns including NTP, DHCP, DNS, simple SMTP-based email, file sharing, and domain services. VNC/RDP access was enabled from a single "employee" client to the servers. "Contractor," "Branch," and "Guest" VMs were each allowed varying levels of access.

2.1.2. Network Infrastructure Provisioning

Cisco Configuration Guides and software version 17.1
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1/model.html) guided the deployment of network infrastructure devices. The primary sections of the configuration guides used were IP Addressing, IP Routing, Security Configuration, and Basic System Management. The guidance provided in these sections is not as secure as the NSA's recommendations for configuration, but adherence to those standards varies greatly. Manufacturer recommended settings tend to better approximate those encountered in real-world deployments.

Cisco's Switched Port Analyzer (SPAN) feature mirrored traffic with encapsulation replication to ensure the Zeek VM received full streams of characterized traffic. With a baseline established, several scenarios were run to simulate compromise. Also, less-secure features were enabled on network devices to simulate their compromise (e.g., Telnet, HTTP, TFTP, plain-text FTP, and SNMPv1/v2).

2.2. Packet Capture Approach

Packet captures sourced from various publicly available archives were used to formulate the detection methods and test their applicability. Played back using tcpreplay (https://tcpreplay.appneta.com) on the loopback interface, a freshly deployed Zeek sensor with the TLS extension was used to parse logs and provide suitable datasets for the wide variety of techniques considered for this research. The Appendix provides links to the publicly available packet capture libraries.

3. Findings and Discussion

3.1. MITRE ATT&CK

3.1.1. ATT&CK’s Relationship Model

It is useful to explain their relationship model to better understand MITRE's approach to characterizing advanced persistent threats (APTs). Adversary groups tend to build habits or preferences (TTPs), which are observable behaviors that arise during operations against their targets. Whether using known software or Techniques to achieve their end-goals (Tactics), these behaviors leave digital artifacts that can be detected. By addressing the problem earlier in the timeline, defenders can indeed mitigate the exposure of these techniques using defensive solutions, features, or detections. Figure 2 illustrates this relationship model (Strom et al., 2018).
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3.1.2. Detection Techniques

ATT&CK detection techniques based on endpoint telemetry focus on specific and unique artifacts to identify a particular technique's use or presence on the device. These artifacts or tests include any number of discreet indications but often focus on registry keys, file hashes of particular system files, Powershell, net/netsh command polling results, etc. Tools like Red Canary's Atomic Red Team (https://atomicredteam.io) and MITRE's Caldera (https://github.com/mitre/caldera) that leverage these detections to both reveal compromise or validate defenses are sufficiently protecting against these techniques. In the network, these specific, atomic indicators are not available. This precludes using network telemetry and service extraction for some techniques (and, in fact, entire tactics) in the matrices.

3.1.3. Pros & Cons of an Endpoint Focus for Detection

Insights gained from endpoints are preferred over those elsewhere in the environment for several reasons. Access to the operating system's kernel and other services and daemons offers details that cannot be revealed elsewhere. The widespread adoption of encryption in transport also obscures data exchange and intent, leaving other
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detection mechanisms guessing. Most endpoint suites do not require a hardware footprint to support, resulting in a more flexible range of deployment options available to the system administrators. Perhaps most significantly, detection and protection or remediation can best be accomplished together on the endpoint. Defensive solutions like Intrusion Detection/Prevention Systems, Firewalls, and Network Traffic Analytics (NTA) tools can indicate vulnerability or attack and even some blocking action to prevent its spread. However, the root cause will still reside within the targeted systems. Endpoint solutions largely address these gaps.

The quantity and quality of endpoint telemetry and forensics from incident response activities have driven much of the characterization of TTPs within MITRE ATT&CK and for a good reason. There are limits to the industry's focus on the endpoint and tools to both execute and detect these same techniques.

Endpoint-focused approaches to detecting techniques assume the defenders’ administrative control, rely on properly configured telemetry, and coordinate some form of intelligence to deliver detection and protection. Many environments, however, include a variety of essential endpoints or network nodes that are unable or inaccessible to endpoint solution sets. Administrative policies are one form of barrier – in guest, BYOD, or multi-tenant networks, it is unlikely that a network system's operators can be granted access to endpoints due to privacy, safety, or liability concerns.

The operating systems themselves – a vital source of any endpoint-focused approach's strength, can prevent their use. Network operating systems like Cisco's IOS, Juniper's JunOS, or others do not support third-party tools from providing similar access and insight. IoT vendors' focus on cost-effectiveness and low power/size/weight dictate bare-minimum network stacks and low compute resources that preclude using any commercial suites.

### 3.2. Network Service Extraction for Detection

Network-based detection of malicious activity is nothing new – Cliff Stoll's famous The Cuckoo's Egg (Stoll, 1989) documents early attempts at using a hybrid network and operating-system based approach to detecting and prosecuting a threat. Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs), especially NTA solutions, can offer a wide variety
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of endpoint-independent detections, but many do not yet directly map their approaches to
the ATT&CK Framework. A more generic approach to seeing ATT&CK's TTPs from the
network's perspective would alleviate many of the key limitations of an endpoint-only
approach. Monitoring the use of network telemetry allows better coverage of the non-
corporate user machines, mobile devices, and IoT equipment on the network. It can also
unveil suspect activities implicating infrastructure devices (routers, switches, security
appliances) without impacting their configuration.

3.2.1. Traditional Applications of NSE

NTA detections run the gamut between highly tuned, context-dependent devices
and drop-in appliances that require little or no tuning or configuration for their
environment. The underlying detection mechanisms are usually categorized as signature-
based or behavioral. Most behavioral methods also use signatures but take a broader view
and leverage context to improve outcomes. Behavioral tools compare behavioral patterns
on the network and blend this pattern matching with heuristics or anomaly detection to
broaden coverage rather than relying on atomic events or event combinations.

Unlike strictly signature or behavioral-based detection solutions, approaches
using Network Service Extraction (NSE) don't merely look for threats. An NSE begins by
observing all traffic between every host pair on a network and applies protocol analysis
and mapping techniques to characterize everything that happened. In its purest form,
NSE-based outputs do not automatically generate alarms. Initially, the operator will
interpret results and make decisions. As the operator becomes more aware of the
environment, they can begin to tune and configure NSE tools to implement simple scripts
and signatures. These are consciously implemented to help automate the analysis for
encountered patterns and events. As a result of their context-awareness and all-seeing
scope of traffic, NSE-driven approaches can quickly surpass strictly signature-based
solutions in efficacy and accuracy.

3.2.2. Challenges in NSE

The lack of turn-key detections and response is a barrier to entry for NSE
approaches. NSE is usually overlooked as a suitable monitoring solution in most
environments in favor of off-the-shelf products that immediately begin to generate alert
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traffic. NSE monitoring approaches can be quickly deployed to catalog and process flow and service information for the segments of interest. However, until an operator or analyst can look over the information, NSE is unable to provide immediate alert and automation value short term.

In that initial phase, human operators can parse the multitude of logs, but only after familiarizing themselves with the baseline can live detection value be gained. Catching attacks as they happen is possible once baselines are established. Scripts or even signatures may be written to mark deviations in that baseline or other patterns of interest as a malicious or alert-worthy activity, but only after the baseline has been captured and parsed.

Solutions rooted in NSE rarely include built-in response capabilities. Where a response is desired, operators often rely on integration to occur inside of a Security Information and Event Manager (SIEM) and potentially inform the automated response via integrations with enforcement tools or a Security Orchestration & Automated Response (SOAR) tool. These integrations themselves do not occur without some customization and tuning. Enterprises without dedicated security analysts trained in NSE are more likely to acquire security products that include detection and protection capabilities together, or quickly offer detections that can be readily consumed by response tools without significant tuning or customization.

Experienced operators of NSE-based tools can accelerate the tuning and deployment, but this expertise is not as widely available as that of next-generation firewall (NGFW) operators, IPS/IDS analysts, etc. Training offerings are also much more widely available for the more main-stream detection toolsets (e.g., Snort & Suricata, as well as commercial IDS/IPS vendors), whereas NSE solution training is much scarcer.

3.2.3. Zeek IDS

Vern Paxson began the development of the leading open-source NSE-based tool, Bro IDS, in 1995. Built as a Linux/BSD-based software suite, Bro was made for scale, customization, and performance. It has continued to evolve and expand its capabilities through an active open-source community and the support of Corelight (a premium offering and support company created by Paxson and other significant contributors) as
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well as major customers who leverage its capabilities. Bro was renamed Zeek in 2018.
The architecture simply parses every packet mirrored to it from a segment of interest.
Zeek then applies multiple parallel Event Engines to generate a large variety of events to
mark the presence of every discernable type of transaction. A file transfer, no matter who
it is between or for what purpose, will generate an event that passes all relevant data on
the transaction. These events provide the context that Zeek then logs across a wide
variety of protocols and data set types. These same events are also useful in the Event
Scripting tier of the Zeek architecture, in that operators can use these events, and the
information they pass, to trigger signatures or handoff information to scripts for
correlation, alerting, or external integration. It is in this Event Scripting tier that the
operators can imbue Zeek's policy-neutral capabilities with the power to observe and act
based on the site's scripted policy.

Figure 3: Zeek's Internal Architecture

Zeek's simple architecture also allows it to scale well to massive environments
using a management daemon called zeekctl which manages multiple "workers." Each
worker operates the event engines to process events and parse flows sent to them by a
load-balancing front-end solution (e.g., PF_RING or cPacket). Their logging and
generated events can be sent along to a centralized Manager or Logger process for
correlation, centralized analytics, and reporting.
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3.3. Choosing Candidate TTPs

The Bro/Zeek ATT&CK-based Analytics and Reporting (BZAR, https://github.com/mitre-attack/bzar) project tackles network-driven detection by combining Zeek's SMB and DCE-RPC protocol analyzers with its ability to perform file extraction. While BZAR has demonstrated network detection of ATT&CK techniques is possible, BZAR's coverage is focused on Windows-based management protocols. Expanding that concept to a broader base of non-Windows endpoints and infrastructure devices requires a more generalized approach.

To identify the most applicable tactics from the ATT&CK Enterprise matrix, a survey of techniques within each led to the logical selection of three tactics as prime candidates for this research. The Exfiltration (TA0010), Command and Control (TA0011), and Lateral Movement (TA0008) tactics offer ample opportunities to detect corresponding activity over the wire. All include a significant number of techniques that implicate the network in their execution. Zeek provides a rich number of event types to work with, and it sees and parses all data. Therefore, it should suit this role well. Figure 3 outlines some of the more "Zeek-ready" techniques for detection.

Figure 3: Potential Enterprise ATT&CK Techniques for Zeek

Of the techniques above, those in blue were selected as representative techniques that may be deployed elsewhere in the matrix and are discussed in this research to demonstrate the methodology proposed. Three of these techniques (in green, with Remote File Copy appearing in both the Lateral Movement and Command & Control Tactics) have working scripts that can be used to illustrate a Zeek user's ability to meet ATT&CK detection needs.
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3.3.1. Lateral Movement (TA0008)

Lateral movement is comprised of the techniques most commonly used to pivot and move within a network. The techniques it covers are most likely to reveal themselves in three major ways: brute-force attacks, strange/deprecated protocol abuse, and unlikely host pair transactions.

First, less sophisticated adversaries or those lacking sufficient reconnaissance work will likely attempt password spraying or brute-force attacks to enumerate credentials, gain access, or map the environment. Efforts to uncover these using Zeek were initially attempted at a macro-level. However, as the various techniques each contained multiple dissimilar protocols, this overarching method was demoted in favor of a per-protocol approach. SSH as part of Remote Services (T1021 & T1210), and both techniques have potential given SSH’s broad applicability to most environments, support within default Zeek protocol analyzers, and relative stability in implementation according to standards or published guidelines. Windows Remote Management (WinRM, T1028) could likewise be tackled using Zeek, but this research would only reinvent the hard work done by the BZAR project and others.

Most network and security operators will have some idea as to the protocols expected on their environment, and ideally, strict policies and enforcement in place to ensure adherence. Identifying abuses of deprecated or unwanted protocols on the network can quickly uncover offending users or attackers. While it is unfortunately not the case everywhere, Telnet, unsecured FTP, and plain text HTTP are still widely used protocols, especially in infrastructure systems such as routers, switches, and application servers. Attackers are also likely to attempt the use of these protocols or even their more secure replacements (SCP, Rsync, SFTP) over non-standard ports or unusual host pairings to evade detection or signature-based alarms. Remote File Copy (T1105) was selected as a candidate for detection using Zeek, leveraging the file extraction, connection monitoring, and protocol analysis capabilities.

Identifying unlikely host pairs can depend heavily on the context for some varieties of abuse. Defining roles can be a huge boost to any toolset, but here it can be used to pinpoint endpoints that should not typically request or orchestrate management.
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connections, yet do. Without that context, there is still more that can be uncovered. In the event of RDP (T1076) or SSH Hijacking (T1184), it should be possible to pin security associations such that a hijacking host could be identified without having a priori knowledge of those roles.

3.3.2. Command & Control (TA0011)

An essential capability of any APT, Command & Control (C2) by its very nature requires the engagement of network resources. C2 is also a focus for obfuscation techniques and deception, as lapses in the C2 approach contribute to attribution and eventual reaction. Though many approaches may be used to identify C2 channels in use, this research focuses on detecting deception methods using two key techniques.

Domain Fronting (T1172) has seen widespread use with the mandated adoption of TLS 1.2+ in most environments coinciding with the heavy dependence on responsive web services on Content Delivery Networks (CDN). MITRE's summary of the technique inspired this approach, which attempts to detect "different domain names in the SNI field of the TLS header and the Host field of the HTTP header" and uncover any potential sessions compromised (MITRE ATT&CK®, 2020).

APTs will often map port use early on to establish their C2 networks and gain persistence within an environment. Port Knocking (T1205) should be detectable, as non-standard TCP exchanges and flag use can be used to identify malicious access attempts or mapping activities.

3.3.3. Exfiltration (TA0010)

While early viruses and worms affected environments primarily via disruption and damage, modern threats are usually motivated by the desire to profit or compromise the users, their organization, or some other entity. While these goals are not mutually exclusive to destruction, APTs will gain persistence and access to steal, copy, or alter information over significant timeframes, improving the impact and return on their investment in the operation. Efforts in detecting exfiltration will benefit from similar role-based context as do other tactics. However, suitable intelligence may also be gleaned through threat feeds & geolocation, anomaly detection, and abnormal transfer fingerprints.
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For this research, Exfiltration Over Alternative Protocol (T1048) is explored for compatibility with Zeek's strengths in identifying transactions regardless of expectations or assumptions. Every environment will demonstrate patterns of protocol use between expected host groups. This detection attempt will focus on finding those that occur between unlikely hosts. This technique should be expandable to cover Transfer Data to Cloud Account (T1537) and Exfiltration Over Alternative Protocol (T1048) – hopefully, both are low prevalence activities.

Additionally, while end-users will commonly leverage data transfers during business hours, and servers may employ data transfer in bulk for backup and replication activities, any deviation from those normal patterns should be investigated – especially those that appear to be encrypted. Email and normal application flow to external hosts will often rely on TLS or IPSec encryption for protection. However, attackers are more likely to encrypt specific files before transport to avoid proxies and encrypted session logging. While beacon detection programs like RITA can offer some insight from a pattern perspective, this research explores the Data Encrypted (T1022) technique as a possible detection using Zeek's file extraction capabilities.

### 3.4. Test Approach

The test approach varied by technique, as some test cases were more difficult to perform live in the sandbox and were thus exclusively tested against captures. In either case, Zeek configurations were consistent, except for which scripts were in place during each iteration.

#### 3.4.1. Preparation of VM

Testing was performed using Zeek 3.1.3 installed on an Ubuntu 19.04 VM. Zeek Package Manager was used to install the Zeek TLS Log Alternative ([https://github.com/0xxon/zeek-tls-log-alternative](https://github.com/0xxon/zeek-tls-log-alternative)), which was used to observe and expose the additional TLS details that may be needed for the Domain Fronting technique. Regardless of the test approach used at the time (packet capture playback or live traffic), the Zeek process was started using the `zeekctl deploy` command to ensure all scripts were reloaded from the configuration files and a new set of logs were captured for only that particular scenario. After the playback or live stream had completed, logs were
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copied to a use-case-specific directory to facilitate repeatable analysis, and after confirming the logs' archival, the `zeekctl stop` command was used to cease collection. The logs were purged to ensure a clean start before the next run.

For live enactments of the test cases, a sensing interface was designated (ens192 for this particular VM) and placed on the SPAN interface fed by the Cisco switches to capture live traffic. Live enactment in this lab was used much less than anticipated due to the more complete and repeatable results possible using real-world packet captures.

### 3.4.2. Playback & Logging of Capture

For each technique of interest, a suitable packet capture was located that could offer real-world telemetry for use. These captures were replayed against the loopback interface of the Zeek VM as the sensor without modification or excess command-line switches. For example, `tcpreplay -i lo wmi_exec.pcap` was used to play a particular WMI Exec capture against the testbed. Once logs were collected for each packet capture, these were archived, helping to avoid rerunning them until much further along in the scripting process. Subsequent processing of captures (e.g., during script refinement) took advantage of the Zeek command-line tool.

### 3.4.3. Parsing of Logs using Zeek-Cut

Parsing logs using the straightforward tool Zeek-Cut acted as a form of pseudocode in brainstorming each technique's detection process using Zeek. Using the Domain Fronting technique again as an example, it involves using data available via two different logs – `http.log` and `ssl.log`. Comparing the hostname in `http.log` to that of the `server_name` (SNI) in `ssl.log` allows us to compare the two values and uncover any mismatches that may indicate the nefarious use of CDNs to redirect traffic. For the same Unique ID (`uid`) field, all information should agree, and the certificate used should closely track, if not match, that of the cert-presenting hostname logged by HTTP protocol analyzer. The `zeek-cut` sequences used to winnow the many fields down to those of interest here provide a three-step process to detect:

1) Pull `host` and relevant information from HTTP log:

---
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```bash
cat http.log | zeek-cut -c uid id.orig_h id.resp_h host >> webdata.txt
```

2) Pull `server_name` and relevant information from the SSL log:

```bash
cat ssl.log | zeek-cut -c uid ts id.orig_h id.resp_h server_name subject issuer >> certdata.txt
```

3) Script a comparison of the `host` field and `server_name` fields per UID to identify potential issues with Domain Fronting. This research leveraged Python to run this comparison.

Once a reasonable algorithm was captured, a representative selection of these were designated for transition to script.

### 3.4.4. Transition from Zeek-Cut to Script

Transitioning from the Zeek-Cut processes described above to a deployable Zeek script proved to be a varied experience. While the concepts in the prior phase may have been straightforward when parsing the logs, the variety of events and details in handling them proved elusive to a novice scripting practitioner.

Most algorithms generated in the Zeek-Cut phase required data across multiple logs. This wider dataset foretold that a refined script would need to engage multiple Event Engines to aid in the conviction of a flow. Adding to the complexity, each of the Event Engines' generated events had a wide variety of formats and differing levels of detail provided – artifacts that likely arise from multiple contributors offering protocol analysis modules in their own style and image. These intricacies precluded this research from providing finished scripts for all techniques, and in many cases, required each script to focus on addressing only a single protocol or subset of the technique's coverage for demonstration purposes.

### 3.5. Analysis Per Technique – Selected Scripts

An exhaustive breakdown of every technique in the MITRE ATT&CK Enterprise matrix would far exceed this research scope. Instead, what follows are potential methods to approach use cases using each technique, with three pursued to the point of a workable, yet rudimentary script, and preliminary findings and concepts presented for the remaining techniques.
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3.5.1. Lateral Movement: SSH (T1021) Brute-Force

As part of the Remote Services technique, SSH abuses are best mitigated through proper configuration of access lists, timeouts, credential strength, and more rigorous processes built around the sharing of SSH keys between authorized users and the systems they access. Real-world implementations, however, rarely implement more than a couple of those provisions for SSH security. Attackers, knowing that these measures are often misconfigured or missing altogether, will attempt to gain access using brute-force or password spraying techniques.

For this detection method, the pseudocode could be implemented leveraging a single log, the ssh.log. Variables like auth_attempts vs. auth_success offer a potential focal point, but a script should offer some customization to ensure that false positives and sensitivity are correctly balanced. Timestamps (ts) and the uid values will offer indices that can be used to uncover potential brute-force attempts. A sample zeek-cut approach to this might simply pull these fields from the log:

```
cat ssh.log | zeek-cut -c uid ts id.orig_h id.resp_h auth_attempts auth_success >> ssh_brute_data.txt
```

While researching the SSH protocol analyzer, it was noted that an additional log, notices.log, also receives messages when suspected SSH Brute-Forcing is detected and will appear in there if detected. In order to facilitate tuning the parameters that determine whether an alert is generated, a script can load the built-in script available in the base Zeek install (/policy/protocols/ssh/detect-bruteforcing). Redefining these variables, it is possible to modify the SSH::guessing_timeout, ignore known and approved guessers (SSH::ignore_guessers) and define the guessing limit (SSH::password_guesses_limit). As a stroke of luck, a simpler version of this script was used as an example in the Notice Framework documentation (/frameworks/notice). With some modifications, a script like the following can inject all three tailored parameters into the detect-bruteforcing.zeek package and ensure tailored thresholds per the environment's needs:

```
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```bash
#!/usr/bin/env python
import time
import os

# Define the timeout for the guessing strategy
rdef SSH::guessing_timeout=5

# Define the list of authorized users
rdef SSH::ignore_guessed=[172.16.1.0/24] = 172.16.2.0/24;

# Define the maximum number of guesses per unit time
rdef SSH::password_guessed_limit=5;

# Define the event handling function
rdef NetControl::init()

    { local debug_plugin = NetControl::create_debug(T);
      NetControl::activate(debug_plugin, 0);
    }

# Define the hook for the Notice::Policy framework
rdef Notice::policy(n: Notice::Info)

    { if ( n$note == SSH::Password_Guessing )
      add n$actions[Notice::ACTION_LOG];
    }
```

Figure 4: T1021_ssh_brute.zeek

A brute-force attempt was simulated against a switch using incorrect credentials using the host 172.16.11.31 and the data center's default gateway, 172.16.21.1. Random strings were used for password attempts, and four tries were made in each attempt to provide the correct password. Attempts were also made to trigger the alert using each switch as the pivot machine. The notice appeared in notice.log and is seen below. The action in this script can be replaced or augmented by other Notice Framework options, allowing emails to be sent, alerts to be forwarded to SIEMs, or even using APIs to drive automated response.

Figure 5: Logging SSH Brute-Force Attempts notice.log
As per the documentation for the driving event (/base/protocols/ssh/main.zeek.html), this event involves guesswork while evaluating the length of associated packets. The engine will err on the side of not raising the alert and thus may not seem to register the event. This research concludes that more tuning is required for the underlying SSH protocol analyzer to ensure it can adequately feed scripts offering this coverage.

T1021 acts as an umbrella technique for multiple protocols used in common management schemes. VNC and Telnet are called out specifically. SSH's unique approach above, leveraging built-in brute-forcing detection, could be similarly attempted for VNC with the remote framebuffer protocol (RFB) plugin to offer visibility (/base/bif/plugins/Zeek_RFB.events.bif.zeek). Telnet is the odd protocol out here, as there is no dedicated analyzer provided in Zeek. Its plain text and rudimentary nature should, however, be similarly detected using the combination of connection events, port mapping, and unusual host pairs.

3.5.2. Lateral Movement & Command and Control: Remote File Copy (T1105)

The transfer of files (https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1105/) using SCP, Rsync, or SFTP is covered in Technique T1105. As with T1021, these are all disparate protocols requiring different approaches to handling. Secure Copy (SCP) uses SSH and can be handled with the same SSH protocol analyzer and help from the conn.log file. As SSH hides the traffic within it, there is no possibility of combining it with File Events and other analyzers. The most straightforward method explored would evaluate single SSH connections and evaluate the length, in bytes, and duration of the corresponding flow. For those connections that are not whitelisted and exceed an arbitrarily chosen threshold, the script will flag these connections in the notice.log file. This threshold should take into account typical SSH workloads, which tend to be on the order of several bytes per minute rather than multiple kilobytes over a few seconds.

The pseudocode process used to locate the parameters needed focuses on finding sessions in the conn.log file that look abnormal or unexpected (using a vector of hosts or subnets to be excluded) and filtering those sessions first to eliminate non-SSH sessions.
and then filtering out any approved host pairings. The basic `zeek-cut` processes inspiring this script are shown below:

```bash
> cat conn.log | zeek-cut -c uid ts id.orig_h id.resp_h id.resp_p proto service orig_bytes duration
> cat ssh.log | zeek-cut uid ts id.orig_h id.resp_h id.resp_p
```

**Figure 6: Looking for SCP sessions with `zeek-cut`**

Connection events were first evaluated based on whether they contained SSH and were then filtered for any that involved approved management hosts to transition the code into a script. Some sizing and rate-checks were then evaluated to flag flows where a file may have been moved over SSH (thus via SCP or some other nefarious means). The `connection_state_remove` event, as the name should indicate, will occur at the end of the connection and thus include the full population of the many fields that additional analyzers can render. A notional, far-from-production script used in testing this method follows below:

```
"\n
Mike McPhee, mjmcphee@gmail.com"
Using Network Telemetry to Detect MITRE ATT&CK Techniques

Figure 7: T1105_rfc_scp.zeek (SCP use case only)

The results from this code, run against the sandbox switch-to-switch scenario, results in a triggered terminal message and a simple entry in notice.log with the appropriate details. Multiple thresholds were iterated to verify the script's adjustable sensitivity, and a successful run result is depicted in Figure 8.

---
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Figure 8: T1105 Detection Triggers

It may be tempting to rely on SSH's usual TCP port assignment of 22, but that is what attackers are hoping defenders will do. A complete approach would look for only those uid that correspond with an SSH session as recognized by the protocol analyzer, which does not rely on port mapping but rather a much more thorough parsing of the packet. While Figure 6 shows an obvious candidate for SCP, this research will attempt to build in SSH analyzer hooks to ensure non-standard port use is covered.

Possible expansions of this approach may include detection methods for the other remote file copy processes of interest. Combined with a more dynamic means of feeding context (address mapping to roles, additional correlation with another telemetry, or a richer alert and logging engine), this technique seems ideally suited to the capabilities of Zeek for a production-quality script.

More sophisticated statistical analysis using the Sumstats module could help reveal these discrepancies and guard against attackers who anticipate these detection methods by leaving their connections open longer to bring down the average bit rate. Long-term connections are a related issue, assuming those are also being monitored, and this complication can be mitigated. Projects like RITA from Active Countermeasures assist with detecting beacons and long-flows (https://www.activecountermeasures.com/free-tools/rita/).

3.5.3. Command and Control: Domain Fronting (T1172)

As outlined in Section 3.4.3, Domain Fronting (https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1172/) has become a popular technique in circumventing enterprise controls as many firewalls and proxies have had to make concessions for content delivery networks (CDNs). Adhering to the IETF RFCs 6066 (Eastlake, 2011) and 8446 (Rescorla et al., 2020), it should be possible to detect mismatches between the HTTP host field and the server_name (SNI) in the SSL information. A preliminary script is available in the repository associated with this research (see the Appendix for the link).

The longevity of any approaches here will be in question as draft-ietf-tls-esni-06 (https://www.ietf.org/id/draft-ietf-tls-esni-06.txt) makes recommendations on how to
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protect the SNI using encryption (Rescorla, Oku, Sullivan, & Wood, 2020). Ironically, the call for the Encrypted SNI (ESNI) and its separation from the client hello message comes as a result of the ambiguity and lack of convention in dealing with SNI information in earlier versions of TLS. Zeek, however, appeared to take advantage of plentiful SNI visibility methods in earlier versions. With TLS 1.3+, Zeek's inability to proxy traffic will impede efforts to detect the ESNI. Further research will be necessary to find an approach that extends to TLS 1.3 and beyond.

The script provided in the Github repository generates checkered results and was one of many that attempted to solve this problem within Zeek alone. It identifies simple TLS 1.1 transactions accurately without CDN involvement, but as the complexity of CDN-like behavior is introduced, false positives undermine the script’s utility. The many CDN approaches to caching data and representing their own host and domain naming indicate a need for greater correlation and some deeper understanding of each CDN’s conventions. This is certainly an area for later exploration.

3.6. Analysis Per Technique – Ideas for Additional Techniques

While the previous section offered test scripts that delved into how one might detect those techniques, this research also identified several other techniques that are prime candidates for Zeek. This section discusses concepts for further investigation that may offer additional detections and bolster Zeek’s value in supporting ATT&CK technique coverage.

3.6.1. Lateral Movement: RDP (T1076)

The use of RDP (https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1076/) for lateral movement has a myriad of possible applications. Adversaries may use RDP after gaining a pivot point within a network. Well-defined security policies and role assignment can assist in limiting the exposure by only permitting RDP access from a well-defended subset of hosts, which in turn should have strict access controls and monitoring in place. While enforcement controls are desired, for this detection, it is assumed that there is a means by which hosts can either be excluded from detection (administrative machines approved to use RDP) or included in the list of untrusted hosts.
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Zeek's base install includes a detailed record for RDP session information (/base/protocols/rdp). It is envisioned that this record's detailed information could be used in conjunction with the connection record's top-level information to detect RDP sessions between unapproved host pairs (using whitelist/blacklist approach), using downgraded or non-existent security protocols, expired or invalid certs, or even more nefarious techniques, such as the use of non-native keyboard layouts or hijacked cookies from valid sessions elsewhere in the environment. A pseudocode query for this information could begin with the below:

```
Cat rdp.log | zeek-cut -c uid ts id.orig_h id.resp_h id.resp_p cookie security_protocol keyboard_layout client_name cert_type cert_count cert_permanent encryption_level encryption_method
```

It should also be possible to further characterize RDP traffic for context that can better inform the future detection of RDP in a specific environment. A script may use statistical analysis to identify brute-forcing attempts, potential pivot points in the network, relay agents, and other undesired activity in the network.

### 3.6.2. Lateral Movement: SSH Hijacking (T1184)

SSH hijacking ([https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1184/](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1184/)) would be demonstrated by an attacker wishing to take advantage of approved management channels while circumventing the brute-forcing process. Commonly, this will involve attackers gaining a foothold on a host and abusing the pre-existing trust relationships to establish SSH tunnels and perform their objectives. This method will follow similar parameters as those used in the pseudocode process for detecting brute-forcing of SSH credentials:

```
cat ssh.log | zeek-cut -c uid ts id.orig_h id.resp_h
auth_attempts auth_success >> ssh_hijacking_raw.txt
```

These data points can then be parsed against a list of approved host group pairings (using a `table[subnet] of subnet`) to look for client-server pairings that look abnormal or were not disclosed in the configuration of environmental variables.
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3.6.3. Command and Control: Port Knocking (T1205)

Port knocking (https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1205/) is a common technique for the enumeration of services and their defenses within an environment. Nmap scans or custom-crafted packet sequences are leveraged to detect port status and assess versions, operating systems, and other valuable intelligence on target networks. Zeek's many protocol-focused analyzers can assist, but the Protocol Independent Protocol Detection (DPD) framework and resultant connection's service field may be areas of focus for future research.

3.6.4. Exfiltration: Exfiltration Over Alternative Protocol (T1048)

Adversaries use lesser known protocols or alternative protocol/port/service combinations (https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1048/) to evade detection while removing data from a target. Detecting these covert flows requires good baseline knowledge and understanding, combined with absorbing that information and using it to feed detections that identify significant data transfer in unusual places. Attention will need to be paid to the soft leaking of information, or the scheduled transfers of small portions of the data. Attackers may use these techniques to avoid triggering alarms or garnering attention.

3.6.5. Exfiltration: Data Encrypted (T1022)

As with Exfiltration Over Alternative Protocol (https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1022/), context and pattern discovery are critical to detection. In this particular case, however, it is possible to make some additional broad-based assumptions. Most legitimate encrypted file transfers will be conducted over observable – and thus, inspectable – protocols (TLS/SSL) or between well-understood host pairings (e.g., backup & storage traffic or mission-critical applications). A detection scheme might leverage the same SSH/SCP detection methodology used before but may be expanded to look for abnormal flow patterns. In addition to the use of context, statistical analyses would greatly improve the efficacy of this approach.

An additional note – Transfer Data to Cloud Account (https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1537/) would be a fantastic candidate for inclusion into this with the addition of dynamic domain/IP feeds to assist with offloading the logic.
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within the script and allow checking against the ever-changing list of IPs and domains used by both approved and blacklisted services.

4. Recommendations and Implications

Zeek’s abilities far surpass the scope of any single project. This research can act as a humble launching point, providing some ideas and a simple methodology for tackling ATT&CK-focused detections. There are multiple paths to pursue from here. It is clear that using NSE techniques and the Zeek tool can create useful detections for several of the MITRE ATT&CK Tactics and their Techniques. Focusing on the underserved endpoint and node populations, such as IoT, ICS, and network infrastructure, this approach can complement more traditional endpoint-focused approaches as well.

4.1. Recommendations for Practice

There are issues common to both endpoint and network-based detection methods. Across the three tactics of focus for this research, multiple protocols are masked by deception through non-standard port use, rate limiting, session hijacking, or obfuscation. Much like an endpoint solution, differentiating between these malicious flows and good traffic is aided by context. Providing that context can either require some prior configuration of variables used in the scripts, or in additional processing and intelligence in the scripting to provide baselining of active network nodes and hosts to determine their role. In either instance, production Zeek users will likely need to interact with scripts to either confirm role assignments or provide them outright. Significant work has been performed in open-source and commercial products alike and beyond the scope of this research.

The amount of state required to process these complex relationships also must be considered. Production script approaches may wish to factor in the use of databases or additional helper functions (such as coded libraries, algorithms) to facilitate reuse, promote modularity, and consolidate like functions. While tables can be declared and passed within Zeek scripts, longer-term storage, grander scale, and advanced search, sort, and correlation can be achieved through the integration of a database. A valid, and for many, preferred approach is to parse and forward logs to SIEMs like Splunk or
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Elasticstack, pushing all available log entries into the SIEM and then correlating appropriate fields. Native scripting within Zeek would still be preferred by engaging additional protocol analyzers or specialized/tailored frameworks, but strictly, for analysis, either can be used to significant effect. The determination will likely hinge on training, experience, and the correlation with external tools.

### 4.2. Implications for Future Research

There is potential to both converge and expand detection methods – to generalize them such that fewer scripts provide more comprehensive coverage of techniques and sub-techniques. This research explored specific use cases to infer acceptable detection rates and certainty. This narrow focus was not limited to the per-technique detections, but necessary to break the technique itself down on a per-protocol (e.g., SCP vs. Rsync or SFTP) or variant basis (e.g., brute-force vs. hijacking vs. unlikely hosts) for analysis. Expansion of the connection-based events and the expansion of its available dataset opens the door to making more broadly applicable scripts with minimal reinvention.

Much remains to be done in providing a multi-factor correlation of events. Sophisticated threat actors take advantage of myopic detection methods and enforcement tools. Building in more advanced analyses, cross-protocol validation of observations, and integration with threat feeds could ensure that a feature-rich implementation does not adversely impact the operator's workload or the system's security coverage. This research has barely scratched Zeek's extensive set of frameworks, policy analyzers, and data structures – increased familiarity and collaboration in this pursuit would likely accelerate with additional capable hands.

Lastly, Zeek's flexibility to log, alert, or otherwise integrate with down-stream consumers of its parsed information leaves the door open to the automation and standardization of those subsystems to meet a wide variety of use cases. Per-script notification methods were used in this research. However, script elegance and the user experience would be improved through a centrally configured and full-featured notice, alert, and logging approach that allows both stand-alone and highly integrated rollouts.
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5. Conclusion

The focus on MITRE ATT&CK for a wide variety of information security needs, including solution efficacy, is well warranted. A very small number of organizations can afford to develop their threat intelligence, and even those organizations have turned to feeds and guidance from MITRE ATT&CK as a means of improving their outcomes. Manufacturers and suppliers of security solutions have quickly moved to adopt ATT&CK’s many facets in their solutions and marketing. The sourcing of data correlated in this framework is heavily endpoint-based. Given the expansion of ICS and IoT use cases, more commercial and open-source solutions could stand to benefit by considering that wider array of potential targets. Not all techniques and tactics are attainable, yet many do offer some discernable network footprint. Using Zeek’s vast capabilities and some ingenuity, it is possible to cover of significant portions of the MITRE ATT&CK Enterprise Matrix. This approach expands its applicability well beyond "enterprise" endpoints and assists environments of all types and compositions in achieving a more secure environment.
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## Appendix: Resources & Links

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Publicly Available Packet Captures</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publicly available PCAP files</td>
<td><strong><a href="https://www.netresec.com/?page=PcapFiles">https://www.netresec.com/?page=PcapFiles</a></strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregated by NETRESEC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over 1600 packet captures built by</td>
<td><strong><a href="https://www.malware-traffic-analysis.net">https://www.malware-traffic-analysis.net</a></strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="mailto:brad@malware-traffic-analysis.net">brad@malware-traffic-analysis.net</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stratosphere Laboratory Datasets</td>
<td><strong><a href="https://www.stratosphereips.org/datasets-overview">https://www.stratosphereips.org/datasets-overview</a></strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honeynet Challenges from the</td>
<td><strong><a href="https://www.honeynet.org/Challenges/">https://www.honeynet.org/Challenges/</a></strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honeynet Project</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIVE DOWNLOAD LINK for DefCon 23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>MITRE &amp; Zeek Documentation Links</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MITRE ATT&amp;CK Project</td>
<td><strong><a href="https://attack.mitre.org">https://attack.mitre.org</a></strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(including File Analysis, Logging,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dictionary of all data structures,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>events, analyzers, etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Link to Repositories</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GitHub Repository</td>
<td><strong><a href="https://github.com/mjmcphee/zeek-attack">https://github.com/mjmcphee/zeek-attack</a></strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellent Bro IDS programs collection by Michael Purzyński @ Mozilla</td>
<td><strong><a href="https://github.com/michalpurzynski/bro-gramming">https://github.com/michalpurzynski/bro-gramming</a></strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MITRE Caldera Project</td>
<td><strong><a href="https://github.com/mitre/caldera">https://github.com/mitre/caldera</a></strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Canary's Atomic Red Team Project</td>
<td><strong><a href="https://github.com/redcanaryco/atomic-red-team">https://github.com/redcanaryco/atomic-red-team</a></strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course</td>
<td>Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Virginia Beach 2020</td>
<td>Virginia Beach, VAUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS London September 2020</td>
<td>London, GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Baltimore Fall 2020</td>
<td>Baltimore, MDUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Munich September 2020</td>
<td>Munich, DE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Australia Spring 2020</td>
<td>, AU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS San Antonio Fall 2020</td>
<td>San Antonio, TXUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS FOR500 Milan 2020 (In Italian)</td>
<td>Milan, IT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Amsterdam October 2020</td>
<td>Amsterdam, NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Dallas Fall 2020</td>
<td>Dallas, TXUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Tel Aviv November 2020</td>
<td>Tel Aviv, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS DFIRCON 2020</td>
<td>Miami, FLUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Krakow November 2020</td>
<td>Krakow, PL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Rocky Mountain Fall 2020</td>
<td>Denver, COUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Sydney 2020</td>
<td>Sydney, AU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Gulf Region 2020</td>
<td>Dubai, AE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APAC ICS Summit &amp; Training 2020</td>
<td>Singapore, SG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS San Diego Fall 2020</td>
<td>San Diego, CAUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Munich November 2020</td>
<td>Munich, DE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS OnDemand</td>
<td>OnlineUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS SelfStudy</td>
<td>Books &amp; MP3s OnlyUS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>